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Amazon's Machine Learning University is making its online courses, previously only available to Amazon employees, freely-available to the public. One of the first such courses made available to the masses is Accelerated Natural Language Processing, a practice-oriented offering described thusly: This content is based on the Machine Learning
University (MLU) Accelerated Natural Language Processing class. Our mission is to make Machine Learning accessible to everyone. We believe Machine Learning will be a tool for success for many people in their careers. We teach Machine Learning courses on different topics. This class is designed to help you get started with Natural Language
Processing, learn widely used techniques and apply them on real-world problems. The concise course, as mentioned above, focuses on widely used techniques that can be used for real-world problems. Taught by Cem Sazara, an applied scientist at Amazon, the course is made up of a playlist of video lectures, along with a GitHub repository of course
notebooks, slides, and data. You can expect a playlist of mostly bite-size videos varying between 1 and approximately 30 minutes, though the majority clock in at under or around 5 minutes, with some lengthier outliers as warranted. While the course and its video lectures are geared towards individuals looking for an accelerated path to natural
language processing specifically, introductory machine learning topics such as supervised and unsupervised learning, imbalanced classes, missing values, and model evaluation are first covered prior to graduating to NLP techniques. The GitHub repository contains the slides used in the video lectures collected into 3 major lectures, while the
corresponding notebooks cover practical implementations of a mix of general machine learning algorithms useful in NLP applications, NLP specific techniques themselves, and the use of Amazon platforms to accomplish your implementation goals: Bag of words Text processing Linear regression Logistic regression Tree models Sagemaker Neural
networks Recurrent neural networks Word vectors There are also a few datasets available here which are used in the course notebooks, including the IMDB dataset and — wait for it — Amazon product reviews. Overall, this looks to be a great introductory course for beginners to natural language processing. Amazon has done the community a service
by opening their Machine Learning University courses to the public, and between the initial Accelerated NLP offering and its kin, it appears that those wishing to learn machine learning from a world class machine learning organization now have another option. Related: " Neoway has been part of my life for last 4 years. In the year 2015, I pursued
the NLP Practitioner program. Post that, I pursued the NLP Life and Performance Coach program in the year 2016, followed by the NLP Master Practitioner program in the year 2017. With every program that I pursued with Neoway, I experienced clarity, I fearlessly moved forward, took a giant leap towards a bright, successful, and a satisfying
future. I also found my grounding - who I am, the reason for my being and became more aware of myself and my surroundings. Here, I... 2019-10-14T13:20:16+05:30 Namrata Seetharam Senior HR Professional, Life & Performance Coach " Neoway has been part of my life for last 4 years. In the year 2015, I pursued the NLP Practitioner program.
Post that, I pursued the NLP Life and Performance Coach program in the year 2016, followed by the NLP Master Practitioner program in the year 2017. With every program that I pursued with Neoway, I experienced clarity, I fearlessly moved forward, took a giant leap towards a bright, successful, and a satisfying future. I also found my grounding who I am, the reason for my being and became more aware of myself and my surroundings. Here, I want to especially mention the NLP Master Practitioner Program. As mentioned earlier, I pursued this program in the year 2017. After the program, I started experiencing an alignment within me (in a particular area of my life). My feelings, my
thoughts and my action started aligning, rather the program made me aware that there was a non-alignment and thus I started working to seek better alignment within me. It is during this process I discovered that I had a medical condition that had gone unnoticed for years probably 2 decades. Today, it has not only been diagnosed but also in the
process of getting cured/ fixed. The program ‘Redesign your life’, completely ‘Redesigned My Life’. I experienced a complete transformation. Thank you Ashlesh, Monica and the entire Neoway team for being part of my life. The fact that you are reading this post means that you are interested in NLP and Coaching. If that is true, then I would highly,
highly recommend that you pursue the NLP and Coaching skills from Neoway. " This is a BIG subject. We’ll have a look at the basics. Accelerated learning methods enable you to learn more quickly, efficiently, deeply than standard and traditional methods of learning and they also enable you to have better short and long term recall of the subject. It
helps people integrate the learning better into their lives, thus making learning more worthwhile. Does this sound like a good thing? It certainly does to me. Traditional learning methods Traditional methods of learning typically involve someone telling you something or you reading something and then you try to memorise it. They might tell you what
it is and get you to repeat it for example. The problem with this method is that it takes a long time, you do not understand how to apply the knowledge straight away and before you have had time to do that you forget it. Take learning a foreign language for example. I learned French by memorising a list of words. Say twenty at a time. It took ages and
by the time I got to the twentieth word I had forgotten the first half a dozen and needed to go back over them. Even when I had committed them to memory I couldn’t use the words as I did not know how to put them into context. It was a very long process! I only really began to master French when I went to France and immersed myself in the
language and their culture. In the case of traditional methods of learning, we normally use only a fraction of our in-built learning resources. Eg Reading a text book involves us only using our Auditory Digital resources and our sight. we may visualise the words in order to memorise what we have learned. Using accelerated learning Accelerated
learning methods involve using many more of our learning resources and it can be done much more quickly. For example: Our online NLP training courses involve our students watching animated videos. This enables us to take advantage of our ability to easily remember pictures and associate them with concepts and ideas. They listen to the audio in
the video, which also enables them to associate sounds to the pictures and the concepts, thus strengthening the learning and making recall easier. We use examples of the use of concepts. This enables the students to relate the concept or process to real life, to things that they may have experienced in the past and they can visualise themselves
applying it in the future. There are exercises for the students to do. This enables them to get immediate practical use for the learning. It makes the learning experiential for them. This is a major part of accelerated learning. We discuss in the videos how to apply the knowledge, what could go right, and what could go wrong. This enables students to
review their own performance and learn from their mistakes. The experience of applying the learning means that it is much easier to recall the subject in detail as we have mental pictures, sounds and feelings associated with or memories of the learning experience. The more sensory based information that we have, the more senses that we use in the
learning the better the learning and the easier the recall. So, accelerated learning involves using he senses of visual, auditory, and feelings, or touch. It means having experience of using the learning and it means practice in using it. It also means experimenting with it. At this stage you might like to see how it works for yourself by picking one of our
videos to watch. Make notes as you watch it, See yourself using the knowledge and then experiment with it. You can probably now think of ways of using accelerated learning in your own environment for the benefit of your customers, patients or students. Accelerated learning in Education If you are working in education, then think of ways that you
can incorporate the use of metaphors, different learning styles eg the 4-MAT system of learning. Get your students to experience the learning, give them tasks and exercises to do. Give plenty of examples. Use accelerated learning in Therapy Get the patient to talk you through exactly how they are behaving at the moment. Walk them through the
steps that they are using to get the results that they do not want. Then use metaphors to explain how other people do things differently and get successful outcomes. Follow this up with getting the patient to visualise themselves using the method that you are teaching them. Walk them through each step in their minds eye. Repeat this several times.
Get them to visualise having success with the learning. This will anchor the learning deep inside their neurology. Use accelerated learning in Sales Use metaphors to show how the product of service can add value. Do you demonstrate your product? You should. Get the client to experiment with using the product. Make sure that they see the value and
see themselves getting value from the product or service in the future. We believe that any proven method that gives us an advantage in our lives is worth employing and so we use accelerated learning techniques in our NLP training courses, and NLP online training programmes. The key underlying principles of Accelerated Learning are: Learning
involves whole body and whole mind . . . and all the senses. Learning is creation and not consumption. Collaboration aids Learning, competition slows learning. Learning takes place at many levels simultaneously. Learning comes from doing the work itself (with feedback) and people learn best in context. Positive emotions greatly improve learning.
Benefits of Accelerated Learning with NLP Cut your training time by 20 – 50% without cutting critical content. Streamline your programmes and double their effectiveness. Help participants grasp technical and complex material more easily. Increase retention by creating vivid and memorable learning experiences. Reduced learner frustration.
Making it easier for learners to “digest” content that is complex or theoretical. Making it easier for participants to master skills by providing increased opportunity for practice. Increasing retention by creating vivid and memorable learning experiences. Facilitating transfer of learning to the job by spending more time on application. Recall can be
increased by up to 50% because individuals are more actively involved in the learning process. Limitations of Accelerated Learning Generally the more time that you spend learning the better the learning. The principal disadvantage to such a widespread implementation of an accelerated learning curriculum is the degree of focus and coordination it
requires of both students and teachers. Students do have such widely different talents and learning styles. To realistically, incorporate all of these learning styles in one group setting requires a great degree of supervision and individualised attention. Takes manpower, ie cost. We circumvent this by using our NLP e-Learning facilities that back up our
live trainings and allow students to train at their leisure, as and when suits them.
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